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2.2.1 The institution assesses the learning levels of the students and
organises special Programmes to cater to differential learning needs of the
student
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2.2.1. The institution assesses the learning levels of the students and organises 

special programmes to cater to differential learning needs of the student (5) 

Write description in a maximum of 500 words 

In classrooms, identification of the slow and fast learners is not any discreet process but 

is a continuous one. Aliah University follows the semester system of learning cycle. Over 

a particular semester, the learners are systematically subjected to several processes to get 

a measure of their learning ability. The learners are differentiated mainly on following 

abilities: 

1. Retention 

Capacity 

How quick and how much the learners can retain the 

new body of knowledge 

2. Cognitive 

Ability 

How well the learners can comprehend the concepts 

taught 

3. 

Understanding 

Ability 

How well the learners are able to understand the subject 

matters 

4. Application 

Ability 

How well the learners can assimilate the concepts and 

use them in the practical situations 

 Number prognostic and diagnostic methods are used to measure the above mentioned 

abilities and the students are classified accordingly. For clear classification, a simple 

linear scale is used as given below: 

Slow Learner Mediocre Learner Fast Learner 

1 – 3 4 – 7 8 – 10 

 On the basis of the scores of the learners, appropriate actions are taken. This method is 

exclusively followed by the course teacher. However, the mentor and the class 

coordinator are always informed. In case of slow learners or other categories of learners 

showing weaknesses in a particular or several courses, following remedial measures are 

prescribed: 

Remedial measures adopted to improve the mediocre and slow learners for a particular 

course or several courses: 



1.Remedial 

Tutorials: 

Students are divided into small groups and 

additional tutorial classes are provided to them. 

  

2.     Group study: Here also students are divided into groups and in 

each group one or two fast learners are placed. 

They help other students in their study and 

assignments. 

3.Individual 

counselling: 

The students are individually counselled by the 

teachers and mentors who help them in their 

efforts. 

  

4.   Selective reading: Selected books, chapters and other study 

materials are provided to the students to address 

their challenges. 

5.Special 

assignments: 

The students are given special assignments as per 

their classification. 

         Tutors deal with the slow learners with much more focus. A remedial approach is 

adopted. The performance of the slow learning students is enhanced through continuous 

motivation, and through scaffolding   of the tutor with long term humanitarian attachment 

and encouragement. The performance of the slow learning students in the next semester 

is noticed to assess the effectiveness of such a measure. The system of taking 

supplementary examinations for slow learners is perhaps an established method in the 

Semester system, but it truly enables customizing question papers to suit the needs of 

particularly weak and average learners who fail to cope up with the standard strategies of 

Teaching-learning and Evaluation. The system of supplementary exams also to a great 

extent protects the weaker learners from suffering a loss of year or more and thereby 

prevents possible psychological trauma in the student.  



 

 

Geo-tagged photos of virtual , online class room, Photographs of Faculties 

using Projectors etc, Photographs of Smart Classrooms, Photographs of Field 

trips/ Surveys, microteaching, Internship and other related activities of 

faculties and students. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1 Uses of ICT tool Kahoot in teaching learning, where students participated actively.  

 



Biman Chakraborty, Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Aliah 
University 

 

We use several ICT tools for the Teaching, Learning and Evaluation. We use these tools from the 
lockdown. We use the following ICT Tools: 

1. Google Classroom: We use this Google Classroom as a virtual classroom for post covid 
situation and use this platform for several purposes such as to share notes, presentation slides, 
video recordings, and to discuss. We post Assignments, Problem sets here and students also 
submit their answers here. We also share the evaluated scripts here and discuss their doubts 
here as well as in tutorial classes.  
Supporting Documents:  

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s4OLc6YjnHPjlVSsFhylRhZC475CQ1wj/view?usp=
sharing 

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R6K0tP3iLuz1TxwpFvnj8PjwlRV7k5xX/view?usp=
sharing 

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l17zmMTXREb8pEYZnQQfvmfJP2CI-
A_4/view?usp=sharing 

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LvCVmXpE10C_X73ESn9mknSo-
9Je_WBG/view?usp=sharing  

 
2. Google Meet: After the lockdown period we deliver lectures through video conferencing. We 

also share the recorded videos in the Google Classroom so that students can also see the video 
after the class.  
Supporting Document:  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cw7b8TFxTjSDmScbYquLGnc-
7En8X1yx/view?usp=sharing  
 

3. WhatsApp: Apart form the regular classes or video conferences we use WhatsApp to 
communicate with students, share notes, documents and to discuss on the queries of the 
students. Sometimes we also use audio calls for discussions. 
Supporting Document:  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AsoHaSI6mJ05XZJf2LHp_-8zcpfPzHeJ/view?usp=sharing  
 
 

4. Google Form, JotForm and Kahoot: Sharing notes/video conference is not all about teaching-
learning process. Interaction and Evaluation is also an important part of this process. We use 
Google form, JotForm, Kahoot etc. for the test based on multiple choice questions. We have 
seen that students enjoy the MCQ quizzes. We use Google classroom for the tests based 
descriptive questions.  
Supporting Documents:  

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/14aCezI_BC3_hLosRh2I2AmWYvi4572oa/view?usp=sharing  
• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lvNTlMuE16R3RY4uRXZsnVr3iHxjPwpE/view?usp=sharin

g 
• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sAc_dr7Dkh6SJFAxcjynEu7eTc6X2Ozt/view?usp=sharing 
• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WJ4NzpFlliq-cOZ961Jm4eq_sOig6pBm/view?usp=sharing 
• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sz0Q5DeE7_WV7WomDFfZULzvgL-

MDqwg/view?usp=sharing 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Experimental learning (a) Dept of Biological Sciences (b) Dept of Physics, (c) Dept. of Chemistry, 

(d) Dept of Electronics and Communication Engineering 
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Fig. 3. Experiential learning. (a)  Field survey at Sundarban area by the Dept. of Biological Sciences,  (b) 

Measuring the wave frequency at Visakhapattanam by the Dept. of Geography (PG final year: Advanced 

Geomorphology) , (c) Measuring the relief profile of Aliah University playground using Dumpy level by the 

Dept. of Geography, (d) Measuring the riverbed pebbles in Sikkim by the Dept. of Geography,  (e) 

Collection and study of crabs by the Dept. of Biological Sciences, (f) Measuring the Cross-section of Churni 

River near Kalinarayanpur Bridge by Dept. of Geography.  
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Fig. 4. Practice of Micro Teaching Skill 

 



 

Fig. 5 Internship of Nursing students. 
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Special Supplementary Examination, 2023 
Generic Elective (Bengali) 

ইতিহাসের প্রেক্ষাপসে োতহিয (Course Code – BNGPGGEC02) 
 
 

েময়: ২ ঘণ্টা                                                                         পূর্ণমান: ৪০  

 

১। নীসের েশ্নগুতির উত্তর দাও (প্রে-প্র াসনা ৮তে)                                            ২×৮=১৬ 

 ) ‘েসদাসে ো ৃিজন’ উপনযােতে  ার প্রিখা এবং এতে  ি তিস্টাসে গ্রন্থা াসর ে াতিি হয়?  

খ) ‘েসদাসে ো ৃিজন’ উপনযাসের প্র ান েমসয়র  থা তববৃি হসয়সে?  

গ) নীিতবসরাহ  সব প্র ান অঞ্চসি েংঘতেি হসয়তেি?  

ঘ) ‘নীিদপণর্’ নাে   সব ও প্র াথায় েথম অতিনীি হয়?  

ঙ) ‘নীিদপণর্’ নাে তে  সব রতেি হয়? এই নাে তে ইংসরতজসি েথম প্র  অনুবাদ  সরন?  

ে) ‘প্রদওয়ানজী মিাই এই ঘরডার মতযয িূি আসে’— িূি আেসি প্র ?  

ে) ‘নীিদপণর্’ নােস  আদুরী প্র ? িার স্বিাব প্র মন তেি?  

জ) ‘বিা া’  াবযগ্রসন্থর ে াি াি  ি? ‘বিা া’  াবযগ্রসন্থ প্রমাে  িগুতি  তবিা আসে? 

ঝ) ‘নূিন ঊোর স্বর্ণদ্বার খুতিসি তবিম্ব  ি আর’— প্র ান  তবিার অংি ও  াবযগ্রসন্থর নাম  ী?  

ঞ) ‘আমার ক তিয়ৎ’  তবিাতে প্র ান পতি ায়  সব ে াতিি হয়?  

ে) েমসরি বেুর ে ৃি নাম  ী? ন িািবাতি আসদািসনর প্রেতক্ষসি েমসরি বেুর এ তে উপনযাসের 
নাম প্রিসখা।  
ঠ) ‘ত ন্তু তবসদযোগরো? ওো বড্ড বািাবাতি হসে।’— অতন’ গল্প অনুোসর এই বক্তসবযর িাৎপেণ বযাখযা 

 সরা।   

ড) প্রগাপাি  াহার মসনর তদ  প্রথস  েবণদাই অেস্তুি থা ি প্র ন?  
ঢ) প্রগাপাি  াহাসরর প্রেসি সু্কি প্রথস  মানতেি তনসয় এসেতেি প্র ন?  
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২। নীসের েশ্নগুতির উওর দাও (প্রে-প্র াসনা ৩তে)                                            ৮×৩=২৪ 

 ) ‘েসদাসে ো ৃিজন’ উপনযাসে োয়াবিী েতরিতে তবোর  সরা।  

খ) ‘নীিদপণর্’ নােস  নীি র োসহবসদর অিযাোসরর তবেয়তে আসিােনা  সরা।  

গ) দীনবনু্ধ তমসির ‘নীিদপণর্’-প্র  ট্র্যাসজতড নাে  তহসেসব তবসবেনা  রা োয় ত না তবোর  সরা।  

ঘ) ‘আমার ক তিয়ৎ’  তবিার  তবর মূি বক্তবয েংসক্ষসপ আসিােনা  সরা। 

ঙ) অেীম রাসয়র ‘অতন’ গসল্প ন িািবাতি আসদািসনর প্রেক্ষাপে  ীিাসব পতরসু্ফে হসয়সে?  

ে) রাজননতি  মিসিদ  ীিাসব পাতরবাতর  জীবনস  তবপেণস্ত  সর তদসি পাসর, েমসরি বেুর ‘িহীসদর 

মা’ গল্প অবিম্বসন প্রদখাও।  

 









 
 

Even (Spring Semester) Examination 2022-23 

Paper Code: PGMBCC13                Paper Name: Corporate Strategy 

MBA VIIIth Semester  

Full Marks: 80                                                                                                    Time: 3Hrs.  
 

(The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as possible) 

 

GROUP: A (Answer all the questions)  (1 x 10 = 10) 

 
1. Choose the correct alternatives for the following                                         

 
i) Herfindahl-Hirschman Index is used to 

a) determine market competitiveness   b) explain cross-segmental mobility 

c) measure competency spill-over effect   d) reengineer value chain 
 

ii) Serendipitous breakthroughs are incremental changes 

a) True 

b) False  
 

iii) A merger of two or more companies that provide different supply chain functions for a common good or 

service is a 
a) vertical merger     b) horizontal merger 

c) diagonal merger     d) radial merger 

 
iv) Synergy refers to 

a) maximization of output    b) optimum allocation of resources 

c) maximization of output considering individual d) amalgamation  

    input 
 

v) The marketing strategy emphasises price as the key to good value; operation runs with tight cost control 

and development focuses on cost reduction. Which of Porter’s strategies is illustrated here? 
a) differentiation focus     b) cost leadership 

c) divisionalisation     d) cost focus 

 
vi) A firm uses suboptimal resources and yet achieves its objectives is an example of 

a) use of strategic fit     b) use of strategic leverage 

c) use of strategic stretch    d) use of strategic thrust 

 
vii) Turnaround strategy involves 

a) obstacles to leaving an industry   b) export of products 

c) problems associated with an industry   d) none of these 
 

viii) Which of the following is not true for ‘low threat of new entrant’? 

a) well established brands    b) products are well differentiated 

c) consumer switching costs are low   d) profitability requires economies of scale 
 

ix) Two reasons for mergers and acquisitions are 

a) to increase managerial staff & to decrease   b) to reduce tax obligations & increase 
    economies of scale         managerial staff 

c) to create seasonal trends in sales & to make  d) to provide improved capacity utilization & 

   better use of new sales force        to gain new technology 
 

x) Which is not a viable strategy for a defensive company? 

a) divestment      b) lay-off 

c) liquidation      d) diversify 



GROUP: B (Answer any five questions)  (5 x 5 = 25) 

 
2. Explain the VRIO framework with examples from the industry. [CO2, CO3, PO2, BLT-2] 
3. How generic strategies will differ in a red-ocean and blue-ocean markets? Cite examples [CO2, PO1, 

BLT-2] 
4. Explain how co-creation has been adopted as creative strategy by companies? Cite examples [CO2, 

PO3, BLT-4] 
5. Sanofi is a company operating in the herbal medicine market which is growing at a rate in 10% per 

annum on an average for the last 5 years. Market share of Sanofi has also grown steadily to 37% but 
has stagnated recently. Sanofi is thinking about venturing in new market. Suggest, with explanation, 

which market should Sanofi venture. [CO3, PO3, BLT-3, BLT-4] 

6. The food delivery industry is booming in India. At the top of the traffic food chain, fighting neck 

and neck for the first place, are Zomato and Swiggy with 9.32 and 9.28 million monthly visits for 
March 2023, respectively. While Zomato won slightly more traffic, the visits to Swiggy seemed to 

be from a more loyal and engaged audience. This is indicated by the higher return rates, visit 

durations, page visits, and a lower bounce rate. Zomato is loosing direct traffic to Swiggy for the 
last one-year or so. Why do you think Zomato is loosing web-customer traffic? What it should do 

to gain back the traffic? [CO3, PO2, PO3, BLT-3, BLT-4] 

7. How the Indian android phone market has been differentiated? Explain your answer with examples 

from the industry. [CO3, PO2, BLT-3] 
8. How companies can negotiate with threats of new entrant? [CO1, CO2, PO2, BLT-4] 

 
GROUP: C (Question No. 12 is compulsory and any two from the rest)   

(15 x 3 = 45) 
 

9. a) Explain the value chain of an app-cab service provider. [CO3, PO2, BLT-3] 
b) How the service profit chain is linked with the value chain for an app-cab service provider. [CO3, 

PO2, BLT-3]          [8+7=15] 

10. a) Compare serendipitous acts to foster strategic innovation with unstructured or ad-hoc approach to 

implementation and comment which one provides strategic advantage to an organisation. [CO2, 
PO2, BLT-3] 

b) What are the seven dimensions of strategic innovation. [CO1, PO1, BLT-1]   [9+6=15] 

 
11. a) Use Michael Porter’s 5 force model to identify the determinant of competition in smart-phone 

(android-based) phone market in India. [CO2, CO3, PO2, BLT-3]  

b) Cite examples (at least two) where an organization is influenced by socio-cultural environment 

and explain their responses. [CO3, PO2, BLT-2, BLT-3]            [7.5+7.5=15] 
 

12. Midas Enterprise, selling electronic products (eg., Computers, Mobile handsets, peripherals etc.) is 

planning to expand into domestic appliance segment. Midas is well placed in the market in terms of 
location, but the size of the outlet is small (175 Sq ft). The customers find it quite clumsy and 

uncomfortable. The retail has performed very well in the last five years and registered a growth of 

12% and an increase of profit to the tune of 6%.It has a strong vendor-network. The retail offers 
repairing services also and has a strong workshop set-up with skilled manpower. The retail is the 

biggest in the locality. The recent developments in e-commerce platforms have seen a major shift in 

consumer behavioural preferences. These platforms are offering extensive brand choice, model 

choice, price discounts, easy payment options and the convenience of home-delivery.  In fact, the 
customers who are habituated of  However, studies show that preference for online purchases for 

expensive electronic products and domestic appliances are predominantly found in younger section 

of the consumers (25 years to 40 years) and tend to be lower for older group of customers (50 and 
above). Midas’s good-will in the market is on strongly grounded on its services and customer 

handling. The expansion plan of Midas requires more space to stock products and set up a service 

station. Midas knows that it cannot compete with the e-commerce platforms in terms of maintain 
brand stock and offering huge price discounts. Therefore they rely heavily on services and customer 

relationship. 

 



Q (i) Compute the directional vector, for Midas Enterprise, along the four planes of SPACE Matrix 

by assigning +1 (worst) to +7 (best) weightages to each variable that makes up the Corporate 
Financial Strength or Financial Position and Industry Position. [CO2, CO3, PO3, BLT-4, BLT-5] 

Assign -1 (best) to -7 (worst) weightages to each variable that makes up the Environmental Stability 

Position and Competitive Position. 
 

Q(ii) Based on the vector identify the strategic attitude of Midas Enterprise and propose the viable 

strategies. [CO2, CO3, PO2, BLT-5, BLT-6]      [9+6=15] 

 
13. a) Define ‘Novelty’, ‘Speed’ and ‘Predictability’ in the context of resource allocation under 

environmental turbulence. [CO1, PO1, BLT-1, BLT-2] 

(b) Propose a model for resource allocation under environmental turbulence which is ‘novel’ and 
obtain the economic effectivity of a firm under those conditions, where Tr = Total response time, Tc 

= Time to develop capabilities, Te = Time taken to execute response, TL = Level of turbulence and 

ST = Strategic thrust. [CO3, PO2, PO3, BLT-3]      [5+10=15] 

 
 

*BLT - Bloom’s Taxonomy Levels  (1 – Remembering, 2 – Understanding, 3 – Applying, 4 – 

Analysing, 5 – Evaluating, 6 – Creating);  

*CO – Course Outcomes;  

*PO – Program Outcomes. 
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